On the basis of previous work by Fadin, Lipatov, and collaborators, and of our group, we extract the "irreducible" part of the next-to-leading (NL) BFKL kernel, we compute its (IR finite) eigenvalue function, and we discuss its implications for small-x structure functions. We find consistent running coupling effects and sizeable NL corrections to the Pomeron intercept and to the gluon anomalous dimension.
RRG and RRGG clusters to be defined below, and (ii) some additional contributions, that we call energy-scale dependent, which are remainders of the leading term, with its energy scale, after the required factorization of Coulomb and collinear singularities. The last step involves the choice of a factorization scheme of vertices and kernel which should allow the use of the latter in hard processes.
The purpose of the present note is to perform in part this program, by combining the "irreducible" terms mentioned above and by discussing their eigenvalues and related features. This will allow us to understand the running coupling effects and the main consequences for high energies and anomalous dimension behaviour. On the other hand, full quantitative results can be obtained only after the extraction of the energy scale dependent terms, which is deferred to a subsequent analysis.
Let us start by defining the irreducible terms more precisely. We work in ω-space (Mellin transform in the energy variable s) and transverse momentum space with respect to the incoming partons' axis. The leading kernel in D = 4 + 2ε dimensions has the well-known [2] form
(1) (k
where we have adopted the notation of Fig. 1 (i. e., k's (q's) for the exchanged (emitted) momenta), and we have introduced the one-loop gluon trajectory [2, 8] 
and the notation
We also understand that transverse integrations carry the measure
The kernel (1) is the prototype of the ε-dependent kernels to be written out. It is finite for ε → 0 and q ≡ k 1 − k 2 = 0, but may still have singular eigenvalues because of the q = 0 singularity. The virtual term -in this case the one-loop gluon trajectoryregularizes the singularity by providing a subtraction which yields a finite eigenvalue.
In fact by applying the kernel (4) to the test function (k 2 2 ) γ−1 , with 0 < γ < 1, and by using the integral
it is easy to combine real and virtual terms to obtain the characteristic function
where ψ(γ) is the logarithmic derivative of the Γ-function.
The NL kernel contains virtual and real emission terms also. The virtual term is the two-loop gluon trajectory
which, by collecting the gluonic contributions only, is given by [8] 2ω
The subtraction of the leading term (∼ 2(ω (1) log s) 2 ) is in this case unambiguous, because the only available scale is k The real emission terms involve several scales, and thus some prescription is required for the subtraction of the leading term. We start by writing the one-gluon emission amplitude with the one-loop corrections of Ref. [5] [6] [7] as follows
where s 1 , s 2 are subenergy variables of the emitted gluon q µ of polarization ε and colour a, β
(1)
B ) are the one-loop corrections [5, 6] to the A (B) vertex, M (0) is the leading amplitude, andM (1) is defined to be the NL irreducible one. They are given by
and by
ReM
where J µ is the gluon-emission current associated with high energy scattering [2] , while
is the soft insertion current, occurring inM (1) only.
Notice that we have used in Eq. (10) the small-q 2 behaviour of Eq. (21) of Ref. [7] , together with the fixed q 2 form of Eq. (86) of Ref. [5] . Furthermore, we have incorporated
terms in the definition of the leading part in Eq. (8), so as to subtract them out in a scale invariant form.
The one-gluon contribution to the NL kernel comes from the interference ofM (1) in Eq. (10) with M (0) in Eq. (9) . Using the polarization sums
and performing, for simplicity, an azimuthal average of the polynomial part in q 2 , we obtain
Finally, the two-gluon emission cluster has been recently computed in Ref [11] , where the authors suggest subtracting the leading term
with a scale invariant rapidity phase space dx x(1−x) = 2 log(1/δ). By using this prescription, we obtain, from Eq. (20) of Ref. [11] , the expression
where we have introduced the "collinear" kernel
in which an azimuthal average has been performed, and the dilogarithmic onẽ
Let us now investigate the physical features emerging from the irreducible NL kernel, as defined by the sum of Eqs. (6), (12) and (14) . In order to find its eigenvalue, we shall proceed as for the leading term by applying the kernel to test functions of the form (k
2 ) γ−1 , with 0 < γ < 1. Due to its explicit renormalization scale dependence we expect the outcome to contain factors of log(k
We combine first the ε-dependent singular terms in Eqs. (12) and (14) and we notice that the most singular ones (∼ 1/ε 2 ) cancel out directly, 1 leaving the total real-emission 1 This justifies performing the expansion up to relative order ε 2 , instead of
This kernel has a finite ε → 0 limit at fixed q 2 , but its eigenvalues are still singular.
We then compute the eigenvalues of the kernel (17) by using Eq. (4) and the additional integral
and, by combining them with the virtual term (6) we obtain the finite result
Note now that the coefficient of the log µ term is precisely the leading kernel eigenvalue with a beta-function coefficient. Therefore, it can be interpreted as a running coupling factor, much as for thecontribution. We can thus express the total (L+NL) kernel in the form
which defines the NL scale-invariant kernel K 1 .
Factorizing the running coupling at the scale k 2 1 is an asymmetrical procedure, but is convenient for the discussion of the non-scale-invariant BFKL equation [13] . Using a different scale (e. g., α s (k 2 > )) implies changing K 1 so as to leave the total NL kernel invariant.
Finally, a straightforward calculation allows the computation of the characteristic function of the remaining finite part of the kernel, except forH, whose eigenvalue is estimated semi-analytically to beh(γ) ≃ 3 n=1 a n [(γ +n) −1 +(1−γ +n) −1 ], with a 1 = .72, a 2 = .28, a 3 = .16. We thus obtain the gluonic part of the K 1 eigenvalue in the form
to be compared with the N f -dependent part obtained previously [12] α s χ
Correspondingly, the (azimuthal averaged) k-space kernel can be rewritten in a more compact form:
where we have used the notation of Eqs. (15) and (16), and we have introduced the regularized distributions in 2-dimensional transverse space
The parallel expression for the qq-part, obtained in ref [13] , has the form
where the abelian contribution is defined by
We notice that in both cases the natural scale of α s appears to be q 2 , rather than k 2 1 , and that the "collinear" and "abelian" terms have same sign and similar structure, but that the latter is suppressed by the 1/N 2 c colour factor.
Several comments on the results in Eqs. (20)- (26) are in order. Consider first using them to describe the gluon density in a two-scale hard process. According to our general arguments [13, 14] the kernel with running coupling is consistent with the renormalization group for k
More precisely the Mellin transform G ω (Q, Q 0 ) of the BFKL Green's function is represented by
in the anomalous dimension regime
where
γ qg is the larger eigenvalue of the anomalous dimension matrix, defined at NL level by
From the definition (29) both perturbative and resummed expressions of the NL anomalous dimension follow from the formula
Therefore, the low order expansion of γ +
implies the small-γ behaviour of χ 1
which can be checked on Eqs. (21) and (22) to be consistent with the known [16] expressions in the DIS scheme
For the gluonic part, H coll is responsible for the collinear behaviour, becauseH vanishes for either k 1 (γ) relative to its value at γ = 0 (Fig. 2(a) ), which reaches a factor of 2.5 at γ = 1/2. Thus, unlike thepart, the gluonic part is expected to be relevant for scaling violations at HERA.
The second important point concerns the high-energy behaviour expected for the gluon density. We pointed out in Ref. [14] that in the running α s case, two kinds of critical ω-values occur. One is the singularity of the anomalous dimension expansion occurring in Eq. (29) close to γ = 1/2, for which we get an α s -dependent value
The other is the true Pomeron, the ω-singularity dominating the high-energy behaviour beyond the anomalous dimension regime. While the former admits the rough estimate (34), the latter turns out to be dependent on the behaviour of α s close to k 2 2 = Λ 2 , and thus cannot be really predicted.
If we take the formula (34) as a qualitative estimate, we realize that the NL gluon contributions in Eq. (22) yield a rather large negative shift, namely a ≃ 3.4 with our present knowledge ( Fig. 2(b) ). This would mean that the "Pomeron" intercept is substantially decreased, of the order of ω P ≃ .2 for α s = .15.
Let us emphasize that this indication cannot be taken yet as a quantitative estimate, because of the scale-dependent contributions to the kernel that we have neglected and because various cross-checks of the whole approach are still needed. It means, however, that the NL corrections go in the direction of bridging the gap with soft physics, by smoothing out the small-x rise at low values of Q 2 .
If the above magnitude of NL corrections is confirmed, it raises the problem of the slow convergence of resummed perturbation theory at small-x. Fortunately some classes of corrections can be roughly understood at all orders, because they correspond to physical phenomena we already know about.
One class of corrections is due to the collinear behaviour of large-x contributions, which in the cluster expansion approach occur in higher order clusters, and give rise to multiple poles of χ(γ) at γ = 0 and γ = 1. Resumming these poles is mandatory [13] to understand the lower eigenvalue of the anomalous dimension, and in general the behaviour of χ(γ) close to γ = 0. To see the point, we have plotted in Fig. 4 the function It is apparent that the effect of resummation is to displace the γ = 0 singularity to γ = A 1 α s < 0, as expected, and to reduce the Pomeron shift, by about 15% for α s = .15.
Another class of corrections was noticed long ago by one of us [17] to be due to coherence effects in the soft gluon emission region. The ensuing structure function equation with angular ordering, further investigated by Catani, Fiorani and Marchesini [18] (the CCFM equation), is the basis for the treatment of such effects to all orders.
From the results which are already available [19] , it appears that coherence plays a role starting from the constant A 3 in Eq. (32), and thus from the three loop level. It constitutes, therefore,a rather delicate check of the whole approach, because the scaledependent terms, neglected here, are also expected to contribute.
On the whole, we think that a full understanding of the next-to-leading kernel will put several phenomenological issues on quantitative grounds and will help to bridge the gap with large-x properties, low Q 2 physics, and diffractive phenomena. 
